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Abstract-We present new methods for comoutiw the ereatest common
right divisor of polynomial matrices. These methods imolve the recently
shldied generalized Sylvester and eeneralized Bezoutian resultant
matrices,~hichrequire no polynomial o&ations. They can provide a row
proper -test
common right divisor, test for coprimeness and calculate
dual d&cal
indices.
The generalized resultant matrices are developments of the d a r
Sylvester and Bemutian resultants and many of the familiar properties of
these latter matrices are demonsbated to have analogs with the properties
of the generaJized resultant makices for mabix polynomials.

Greatest common divisors (gcd's) of polynomial matrices play an
important part in the theory and application of general differential
systems as studied extensively by Rosenbrock [I], 121, Wolovich [3], and
others. For example, they are useful in 1) obtaining irreducible matrixfraction descri~tions(and hence minimal stale-mace realizations) of
transfer-function matrices, 2) studying decoupling zeros and uncontrollable and unobservable modes of .
given systems, and 3) obtaining- the
pole-zero structure of given multivariable systems.
Most of the system-theory literature in this area has focused on the
somewhat mare restricted problem of devising tests for the coprimeness
of matrix polynomials-see, e.g., [4]-[Ill, or in obtaining irreducible
MFD's by more direct methods-see, e.g., [I2]-[14]. These methods can
in principle often also lead to a gcd, as we explain now. First note that
~olynomial
matrices
.1151. a -areoresf common riahr
- dioisor' (gcrd)
- . of two .
.
C(s) and D(s), having the same number of columns, is any polynomial
matrix R(s) such that I) R(s) is a right divisor of (C(s),D(s)), i.e.,
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lSimilar delinilions and ruulls apply to grcatcrt ~ o m m o nleft divisors (geld's), no that
we shall canfine our direussions lo gcrd's.
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for some polynomial matrices {C($),D(s)); and 2) it is divisible by any where
other right divisor, say R,(s), of {C(s),D(s)], i.e., R(s)=M(s)R,(s), for
some polynomial matrix M(s).
gcrd's are clearly not unique, since they can differ by unimodular
factors, i.e., polynomial matrices with constant (nonzero) determinants.
For nondegeneracy, we shall also require that the matrix F(s)=
[D'(s)C'(s)l' has full rank (for almost all s) because otherwise we wuld
have gcrd's of arbitrarily high degree. In system theory, this condition is
often assured by having one of the matrices, say C(s), be square and
nonsingular. For example, the pair [C(s),D(s)) often arises as a socalled right MFD (matrix-fraction description) of a matnix transfer
function H(s),

Zk block rows (2.3)

H(s) = D(s)C -'(s).
A pair (?(s),D(s)] is said to be right coprime if it has only unimodular right divisors. If C(s) is nonsingular, D(s)C-'(s) is said to be an
irreducible right MFD.
Suppose now that we have an MFD D(s)C-'(s) for which by one of
the methods of [12]-[I41 we have found an irreducible description
D(s)C-'(s). Then a gcrd of {C(s),D(s)] can be found as C-l(s)C(s).
However, this method is not only indirect, it will generally require direct
symbolic manipulation of polynomial matrices, which may not be very
convenient for computer evaluation: The same criticism applies to the
standard method of MacDuffee [HI, [16], which finds a gcd as a~
polynomial combination
R(s)
Q(s)D(s).
. . = P(s)C(s)
.~

+

~,

~

In special cases, e.g., when F(s) is column reduced, the lid^^^
algorithm could be used to find a suitable pair {P(s),Q(s)). In this paper
we shall first describe how a gcrd can be determined from elementary
operations on a wnstant real matrix-a so-called generalized Sylwler
resultant matrix (Section 11). We shall show that certain ranks associated
ullh th~rmatrix )~cld~nfurrnalronon the so-called duo1 dy~micolindrces
l("ls)
.1171-I191
. . .of the millnx .
. . 1)'lr)l.
... and lhcreby also)~elda new test for
coprimeness [19], [20]. This rank information can be determined by using
numerically stable orthogonal transformations (cf. 1141, [18]), but doing
this will destroy some information about the gcrd's; to preserve the
gcrd's we have to use unimodular rather than orthogonal transformations. We shall show how to do this while also exploiting the special
shift-invariant Toeplib structure of the generalized Sylvester resultant to
reduce the number of computations [I91 (Section 111).
In the latter part of the paper we show how gcrd's andminimal indices
can also be obtained from the closely related generalized Bezout resultant of 1201.
11. TEEGENERALIZED
SYLVESTER
RESULTANT
Two scalar polynomials d(s) and e(s) are coprime if and only if there
exist no nontrivial polynomials a(s) and b(s) with degree less than the
degree of c(s) and d(s) such that a(s)d(s)+ b(s)e(s)=O. Equating coefficients leads to a soecial matrix, known as the Sylvester resultant matrix
of C(S) and 4s), ihdse nons~nguldnt)lrnpllrs ;he copnmcnrsr of 4 s )
also exken& n~cclylo the
and dts).
. . As noled in 1191,
. . this approach
..
matrix case. First, we can show that two matrix polynomials2 ~ ( s and
)
D(s) will be right coprime if and only if there exists an irreducible pair of
row-reduced (row-prope~)~
polynomial matrices [A@) B(s)] such that
A($) has the same determinantal degree as C(s) and
A (s)D(s)

+ B(s)C(s) =O.

is, called the generalized Sylwsler.re~uitont of C and D of order k [19].
An inconsequentially different form was obtained in [20] by a different
argument based on generalized Bezout resultants (other somewhat more
restricted f o m of matrix Sylvester resultants have been given by
Rosenbrock (41, Rowe[6] h d Wolovich (3, p. 2343).
Equation (2.2) suggests then, that in dealing with questions of wprimeness, it will be Geful to examine the left null space of S, for
increasing k.
In doing
- this, it will be useful to note that elementarv row omations
on the matrix Sk wnespond m an obvious way to elementary operations
on the rows of the polynomial matrix

(2.1)

If

We

define E(s)=[A(s) B(s)l, with {A(>),B(s)) coprime and E(s)
Ihen the relation (2.1) can be Iewrittenas
E(s)F(s) =O.

..

Fornev has shown 1171 that the constraints on E(s)
. . imply
.. the followine
.

polynomial 'Ow vcrtorp(s)

I)

is orthogonal lo F(r) has the

.

for some polynomial row vector w(s). (The E, are rows of E.)
2) If p(s)= w(s)E(s), then
degp=

max [degw,+v,J
(8

u.7-0)

where v, =the degree of the tth row of E(s).
The indices (vj) characterize the left null space of F(s) [21]. When
(C(s),D(s)) form a right MFD of a matrix transfer function H(s)=
D(s)C -'(s), then the ( r ; ) have been called the dual dj.-.cal
indices of
H(s) by Forney [17]: when H(s) is proper they wincide with the
observability indices of any minimal state-space realization of H(s).
Moreover. theorder of any such minimal realization obeys
. n,;.-Zv,.
The followng result rclatcsrhc [ u s ) to the generalized Sylvester resultant
and ha, immediate application
to the determination of the dual d y d ..
cal indices.
Theorem 1 [19]: Gven the q x r transfer function matrix H = DC-'
with dual dynamical indices vj, we have
~

rankSk=(r+l)k-

2 (k-pi)
(f:~;<k)

(2.4)

Suppose now that ~(s)=Z!.;$,s'-'-'
while {B(s),C(s),D(s)) have where S, is the generalized Sylvester resultant matrix of order k of C and
similar expressions and are of degrees I- I, m and m, respectively. Then D.
Consequently, denoting rank Sk by r, and the dimension of the row
by equating the coefficients of the various powers of s in (2.1), we shall
null space of Sk by nk, the number ak of dual dynamical indices of value
obtain the equations
k is given by the formula
[ A o , B O , A l , B I ; ~ ~ , A k t , B k ~ , k-1.2
] S k = ,...
O,
(2.2)
ak=(rk-rk-,)-(rk+,-rk)
k=I,Z...
(2.5)
'wc assume that ( c [ r ) . ~ ( s ) have
)
the same number of column. and that IC'[r) D'(r)Y
=(n~+~-n*)-(n~-nk-t),
has f"ll column rank.
'By thin we mean that the matrix, whose irh row ia composed of thc coefficicnln of the
01 I in rhc ith row 01 ,he potynomia~.ma,rir, is full ran*.other ~ h ~ ~ ~initialized
~ ~ ~ by
r iro=
. n,=O, ao= r + q- r , = n,.
highest
lationr alro exist, rce e.g, 131.
Proof; Define
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9Lk5 (w: wSk=0, where w is a k(q+ r) row vector)
Uh= ("(s): u(s)F(s)=O and deg o(s)<k)
( ~ ( 8 )v(s)=x(s)E(s)
:
where x(s) s any
vh =- polynomal
row vector mth deg x, <k- v,) .

We form

By properties 1) and 2) of E(s), we can assert that :V = Uk and it is
clear that 9Lk is isomorphic to ZI,. Since dim Vh is clearly equal to
Z(i:w<X)(k-~j)
this is also the dimension of bn,. Then, noting that dim
9Lk+ rank Sk=(r+ q)k establishes (2.4). The other results follow simply.
The spanning property of the rows of E(s) then shows that the
dimension of the null mace of S, increases uniformly with k once k has
surpassed the maximum d b l dynamical index. Since E(s) yields an
irreducible left MFD of the transfer function matrix, Theorem 1 and the
facts thal n,,, equals the sum of the dual dynamlcdl indlce,, and thal the
pax (C,DJ
is nghl copnmc for proper ti ~f and only ~f dcg det C equals
n,, yleld the follomg result.
Corolla?y 1. 1191, [20]: Wlth the same hypothems as Theorem 1, let u
be the least Integer for whlch

and reduce it to row echelon form El, before extendmg it by El shifted
(note that rank &=rank E,=4). We have

rankS.+I-rankSv<r
(actually it must equal r). Then there exists; l e f t . v D of H(s) of degree
v, but none of degree less than u. Furthermore,
.

rank Sw+p
= r(u + p) + n,,
.

,.

.

..
,

for all integers p>O. And if H is proper, then for n >v, (C,D) are right
wprime if and only if
rank S,= rn + deg det C.
The rank information needed for the above calculations can be
obtained by numerically stable orthogonal transformations (cf. [14],
[IS)). However, to calculate a gcrd from the (S,) we have to use
elementary (or unimodular) transformations and we now describe an
efficient way of doing this.
111. gcrd's v u n l S~n w s n n RESULTANT
The efficiency arises from exploiting the shift-invariant structure of
the block-Toevlitz matrices ISb.k=I.2.
... I. We can find the rank of
.
any matrix by reducing the matrix to row echelon form using elementary
row operations. The rank of the matrix is then the number of nonzero
rows in its row echelon form and the rows of the echelon form span the
row space of the original matrix.
So consid? the matrix Sk If the first block row has, been reduced to
echelon form, the shift invariance allows us to replace every lower block
row by the echelon form of the first black row (shifted to the right) as an
intermediate step to the echelon reduction of Sk.This follows from the
spanning property of the echelon form together with the shift invariance.
Now, reduce the second block still further using the first block raw,
allowing only those elementary operations that add rows from the first
block row into the second block row or thatadd only within the second
block. When this is completed the first two block rows, taken together,
are in row echelo~f o q (with some row orderspermuted) as is the firs1
block row itself. We replace all block rows lower than the second by the
second block row of the echelon form, suitably shifted, and proceed with
the reduction of the third block row using thefirst two, and so on. We
noti? that zero rows may be removed as they occur, since all information
is available from the nonzero rows.
This procedure produces a "shifted row echelon form," Ek, that has
the same block structure as St. We note that rk equals the number of
nonzero rows in E,, and r,, - r, equals the number of nonzero rows in
the final block of E,+]. We claim (see Theorem 1 below) that the final
block rowof Eh+,;for k greater than the maximum dual dynamical
index, defines the wefficients of a scrd.
An example d
lclanfy the
Example: As an lllustraoon of the above alp,onthm
we conslder the
.
transfer functlon

.

~a
w
~ to "sbdted row ecbelon" form E,, by subNow reduce t h m
tractmg multiples of the first four rows from the last four rows and
worklng wthin the last four rows. One row becomes zero, and as a result
IS deleted, leaving three rows m the Last block row of E2 Then extend El
by the nonzero rows left from the last block smted two places to the
nght. v o t e that rank S2=7.)

-

-

2 ' . . . .
. .
- 1 1 . .
. .
. . .
I I . . - .
-.. - ..-I -.. - ..- -. - .- - - - -3I - I-5 .-2.-1.-. -..
. .I . . . . . I I 0 l . .
.- - .- -I -. - -. - 1- - -2 - -0 -1- 1- -1 -. -.
. . . .). .
. 2 3 5 2
. . 1 1 0
. I '
.
1 2 0 1 1-. . . ' I ' '
0

1

2 0
1 I
1

3 4
I 1
2 0
1 1

5
-I
I
2
2

(3.4)

. . .

and reduce t h s to smted row echelon form

Slnce rank S3-rank S2=2=dlrn C(s), we stop here and the fmal two
rows, as we shall prove, s v e a gcrd R(s) of C(s) and D(s) as

We may obtain a minimal right MFD (C(>),D(s))
as follows:

The sequence of ranks {rh) of the generaked Sylvester matnces for
the example is (4,7,9) whlch, m mew of Theorem I, tmmediately allows
us to state that %=0, a l = a , = l , a,=%=.
=O. Thus, the dual
dynanucal indices are (1,2).

..

1M6
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We may note that the row operations to find null vectors of S were

Accordingly, the matrix on the left above represents the wefficients
matrix of E(s), from which (A(s),B(s)) and an irreducible left MFD
-A -'(s)B(s) can be constructed.
The justification of the gcrd calculation is provided by the following
result.
Theorem 2. 1191: Let C and D be two polynomial matrices (with the
same number of columns) and let S, be the corresponding generalized
Sylvester matrix of order k, with Eh the shifted row echelon form of Sh
as derived via the algorithm. Then, provided k is greater than the
maximum row degree v of any dual basis, the nonzero rows of the last
block row of E, are the coefficients of a gcrd Gh of C and D.
Proof: The key step is to show that the polynomial matrix whose
coefficients make up the final block row of E, is a unimodular multiple
of F(s). Then Theorem 1 will show that for k>u, we will have a
collection of m nonzero rows that spans the row space of F. This is
clearly a gcrd. The proof of the first statement above is involved and the
reader is referred to [IS] and [I91 (which does have some typographical
0
errors).
We remark that our method for zcrd evaluahon 1s a modiiied form of
~aussianelimination,with only partial pivoting. Because of this restriction, complete
. numerical stability of the algorithm cannot be assured.
However, this seems to be a fundamental knitation, and we are not
aware of any better method of finding a gcrd. We may note that a Smith
form equivalent of the gcrd can be found in a more stable way-using
orthogonal transformations-by the methods of [14]; these methods can
also he used to find the dual dvnamical indices.
It should be pointed out that our method is not restricted to polynomials wlth real coefficients hut can be applied
.. to coefficients from any
field. In particular for finite fields, tbe present algorithm will probably be
quite well-behaved from a numerical point of new.
To continue with our results here, we remark that having found a
gcrd, a test for coprimeness of the given polynomials is to check that the
gcrd is unimodular. This check can be performed in several ways, e.g.,
by computing its determinant. Perhaps a simpler method is to reduce the
gcrd to row-reduced form (by elementary row operations-then unimodularity will be equivalent to all the row degrees being zero. It turns out
that one way of obtaining a row-reduced gcrd is just to continue the
echelon-form reduction.
Theorem 3. Let C,D,S,,E,,Gh and u be as in Theorem 2. Then for
some constant k , > u the gcrd Gh derived from the final block row of the
shifted row echelon form of S, is the same for all k > k , and is a row
proper gcrd of C and D.
This constant, k , , has been reached when all r nonzero rows of the last
block row of E, have pivot indices (column numbers of the leading
nonzero elements) in different residue classes mod r .
Proof: We note the following properties.
1) The rows of a row proper gcrd G have minimal degree in the class
of all matrices which generate the left ideal generated by C and D. m i s
is seen by considering degree det G.)
2) There exists a number k , such that G= MC+ ND where M and N
are polynomial matrices of degree k , or less.
3) The row degrees of the gcrd G, are nonincreasing with k . (This is a
consequence of the algorithm.)
4) If there is a row degree reduction between the minimal row degree
generator derivable from S, and that derivable from Sh+,, then it will
occur as a row degree reduction from Gk to Gh+,. (This follows because
the rows of the eclielon form Ex, as a whole; represent a set with
maximal ordered oivot indices of all mssible linear combinations of
rows of Sh and should any change occur in these indices between Eh and
EL,,
.. . , it must m u r in E L , , because of the nature of the algorithm.)
The occurrence of the'row proper gcrd for k = k , is established by
properties I), 21, and 4). The constancy for k > k , i~ proven by 3), and
the final property of the pivot indices is see? to be implicit in 3) and 4).
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IV. Rn!G m r u m B~ ~ z o u n mREsuz.~mM n m x

In this section we establish a connection between the row echelon
forms of the generalized Sylvester and the generalized Bewutian matiix
of [201, which will show that the aeneralized Bewutian matrix mirrors
many bf the properties of the genekczed Sylvester matnx.
Cons~dera quadruple of polynomal matnces (A(s),B(s),C(s),D(s)),
related by AD - BC=O, where A and B have q rows, C and D have r
columns.
m e generalued Bezoutran form assmated w~th(A,B,C,D) 1s

where n is the highest power of s in [A B] and m that of [CD]. We then
define the aeneralized Bezoutian matrix b a s (T;,).
A situation where such a quadruple of matrick might often arise is as
obvious left and iight MFD's of a given transfer function matrix H(s)
(see, e.g., [22], (231). For example, if H(s) is given as a matrix bf scalar
rational functions then we could take the denominator polynomial to be
n(s)l, where a(s) is the least common multiple of all denominators.
The following results are drawn from 1201.
L e m m I: Let A be a generalized Bezoutian matrix associated with
C].
the quadruple (A,B,C,D), then rank A=nd,[A B]=n

[ D Cpnse-

quently, either pair of matrices is coprime if and only if the hlghest
degree minor hasdegree rank A.
Lemma 2: Let (A(s),B(s)) and (C(s),D(s)) be matrix pairs such that
AD - BC=O, let S, be the generalized Sylvester resultant matrix of order
k associated with (C(s),D(s)) and let A be the generalized Bezoutian
matrix associated with (A,B,C,D). Then for all k 2n, the degree of
[A 81, S, is row equivalent to
7

k
block'
rows

c,

c, ...

0

c,

c,
c

...

0

...

c,

...

-

0
0

'

- -6 - -...
- - -0 - -c,- II - -C,- - - : - - - O.,xk,

I

... c,
A

I

(4.1)
where is A with its block columns in reverse order.
From Lemma 2 and Theorem 2, we may expect that the coefficients of
a gcrd are contained in the echelon form of the matrix in (4.1). But there
is a difficulty in exploiting the idea, however; we still need a scheme to
choose the required rows of the echelon form, a shift no longer being
available to guide the choice. We shall look first at the regular case to see
.. .
.
how the difficulty is overcome.
The regular case corresponds to the highest degree coefficient matrix
of [C'D'I' having full rank, and in the remainder of this section we
assume, without loss of generality, that if [C'D'I' is regular, then C is
regular and there is an associated transfer function H(s)=D(s)C-'(s).
Theorem 4. [23]: With the same hypothesis as Lemma 2, and C(s)
regular, suppose the row echelon form of the following matrix is constructed:

Then the coefficients of the rows of a row proper gcrd of (C,D) are
given by those rows of the echelon form whose pivot indices are the
maximum in each residue classmod r.
Proof: The row equivalence of Lemma 2 together with the regularity of C(s) imply that the echelon form of (4.2) contains the r + nmi, rows
of greatest pivot index from the echelon form of S, and that the first r
rows of the echelon form have pivot indices in differing residue dasses
mod r. Theorem 3 establishes the result.
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Next we consider nonregular C(s). We choose some number o such
that C(o) is nonsingular-since C(s) is a nonsingular polynom-al matrix
c tpolynomial matrix C(s)= C(s
almost every o $Ido-and c o p ~ ~the
+ a ) = C d m Clsm-'+ . .. + C,. These coefficients are simply related.
Similarly we construct i ( s ) = ~ ( s + o ) , ~ ( s ) , B ( for
s ) the s p e a.
Now we notice that, since C(a) is nonsingular so is Cm and consequently the matrix

+

Prool: The proof of lheorem 6 is involved and will only be outlined
here. By wnsidering the zero rows and the ranks of the generalized
Bezoutian matrix associated with a left MFD which is left coprime and
row proper, the result is easily established as ii then has only n,.
nonzero rows. The extension to nonrow proper left MFD is achieved by
examination of the relationship between this generalired Bezoutian
matrix and that of the row proper case. Provided the gcld is nonsingular
at s=O, rank does not change.

xi

is regular polyno@al matrix. Also, construct A ( s ) = s n ~ ' a ( s ~ ' ) , ~ s ) =we have shown how a gc.d of two matrix
can be
S~B(S-~),D(S)=S~D(S-').
Thus, we have a quadruple of polynomial computed by elementary operations on two real constant (i.e., nonpolymatrices { R ; B , C , D ) - o c i a t with the rational matrix H[(s+o)-l]
nomial)
Sylvester and Bezout matrices. No
-with C regular. BY Theorem 4, we may find a row-proper gcrd of comparable methods seem to be
in the literature, though we
with may note that our method for the Sylvester resultant generalized a
(c4)
by uuhg the generalized
matrix
(ZB,C,D).
little-known method of Laidacker 1241 (also cited in [7] and [25]) for
Our next problem is: Given a Iow Prope=. gcrd
the polynomial finding the gcrd of two scalar polynomials. Another method sometimes
matrices C and D,how do we get a gcrd of C and D? We answer this used in the scalar case is ~ ~ dmethod
i ' [26],
~ which, however, requires
simply in the following theorem.
- - evaluation of polynomial determinants and does not seem to have a
Theorem 5: Suppose we have four polynomial matrices C,D,C,D useful generhtion to the matrix case,
related as follows:

of

where degree ( d , f i ) =m and e(0) is nonsingular.
Let K(s) he a row proper gcrd of ( G D ) with row degrees
n,,nz,. ..,n,; then

:

is a gcrd (not necessarily row proper) of [ d , b ) . Hence, [ e , i ) are right
coprime if and only if (C,D) are also.
-- Prool: Since K is a row proper gcrd of {C,D) we have C= KR,D
=RE for right coprime polynomial matrices K,Fi Forney's predictable
degreepropep may then be used to show that R is a right divisof o l
both C and D, and that the coprimeness of the associated q?atrices K , H
then follop.s,using the fact that C(0) has full rank. Thus R is indeed a
gcrd of {C,D).
Given a gcrd i ( s ) of ( d , i ) we may easily revert to a gcrd R of
(C,D) by shifting the origin back to s=O from s=o.
We remark here that there is a sjm-ple :elationship between the
Bezoutian
- -matrix,
- - A, associated with {A,B,C,D) and that, fi, associated
with (A,B,C,D). It may be seen easily by examining the generalized
Bezoutian forms that A equals -6 with block rows and block columns
reversed. Since row operations do not affect the ultimate row echelon
form, we really need only worry about the column reordering.
B. Duo1 Dynamieol Indices Catnrlarion
As with the generalized Sylvester resultant, the dual dynamical indices
can also he obtained from the generalized Bezoutian matrix.
Theorem 6: Let fi be the generalized Baoutian matrix associated with
a left pair {A(s),B(s)), with greatest common left divisor nonsingular at
s=Op and with any right pair. Then denoting by pl the rank of the
submatrix of fi formed from the first i block rows,

where ak is the number of dual dynamical indices (observability indices)
of value k. [Note the parallel with (2.5).]
before, we may ensvre this by moving the origin to s = o

..

I51 N. M U ~ ~ O" ~
. ~ c ~ r m i n a t iof
o nthe least order of tranrfer function masiecs:' ~ m c .
IEE. VOI. iis. pp. 1507-1510.
.161. S. Baroctt. "Regular polynomial matrices having rslativcly prime detcrminantr."
Proc. ~ ~ r n b n d g i ~ h i /Sor.,
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